INTRODUCTION
In a ballistic rocket trajectory simulation program the system of differential equations used to describe the ballistic model is a highly complex system. In particular the six-degree of freedom model used by the Atmospheric Sciences Office at White Sands Missile Range, consists of a system of twenty-one 2nd order ordinary differential equations which are to be solved for the ballistic rocket's components of acceleration, velocity, and position at discrete time intervals. The most feasible method for solving the system is to program it for a computer and solve by some numerical integration orocedure.
This report will present several numerical integration schemes which are currently being used or are feasible for use in a ballistic rocket simulation program.* To apply the Runge-Kutta method using a high speed digital computer. Gill [8] If the first derivative of the functions are very involved, then several evaluations of these first derivatives may be somewhat time consuming and thus cause the method to be uneconomical at times. Another distinct shortcoming of the method is that of the error. Neither truncation error, nor its estimate, is obtained in the calculation procedure, thus necessitating the approximate comparisons described previously.
RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS

Formulas
Finally, the Runge-Kutta methods can be used as a starting procedure for other methods, such as multistep methods. In the following discussion only four-step methods will be considered since methods with fewer back values can be extracted from the discussion below.
The multistep method with which we are concerned here is known as the predictor-corrector method. This method requires a formula for finding a first estimate of each y. (hence, the predictor); and then evaluating each function f. we substitute this into a formula which will adjust the value obtained from the predictor, hence the corrector. By a standard method we mean one in which the same stepsize is used in all the equations in integrating for each y.. 
Using the standard technique of [10] for solution of the constant coefficients, the solution set is: 
where fc and E are the predictor and the corrector truncation error. p c -* respectively. However, the predictor and the corrector were chosen independently of fourth order. Consequently, from Henrici [11 , p 261] ,the truncation error of the algorithm is given by h alone. 
where the constant coefficients are to be determined and the following notation is used: where E. is E at y * 1, and P. and C. are the predicted and corrected values, respectively, obtained at the current step. This value must be used throughout the current stage.
Analysis of Predictor-Corrector Methods
One basic shortcoming in all predictor-corrector methods is that they require some other procedure to obtain enough values so as the method can be started. In the case of the generalized predictorcorrector, some procedure must be used to generate the first 3(m.) steps in the ith equation. One method of starting the proceudre is the Runge-Kutta method.
One distinct disadvantage of the predictor-corrector methods is the difficulty in halving the step-size h. By utilizing the generalized predictor-corrector some of these difficulties can be surmounted. Still, sometimes halving one of the increments is required, necessitating interpolation or even restarting the current step.
Stability of the predictor-corrector algorithms was not discussed here due to the lengths that one is required to go to an adequate discussion. Suffice it to say, the system of differential equations to be solved must be carefully examined to determine what odd characteristics exist and then the proper type of predictor-corrector algorithm chosen to give the desired stability and accuracy. 
Hybrid Method
Hybrid methods differ from those previously described in that in addition to using previous information from the M, (M-l)st, (M-2)nd, etc. steps, an outside method is used to calculate information at some (M-y)th step, 0 < y < 1, and this information is also incorporated into the multistep procedure.
In certain cases the added information tends to stabilize the formula in which it is used and makes halving the step-size an easier task.
However, as pointed out in Gear [7] , situations arise in which the use of the added information introduces much more error into the solution of the system than is desirable. For a more thorough discussion of hybrid methods, see [7] and [9] . 
SUMMARY
In finding the solution of (34) at x ♦ h. we will calculate f.
at x + h. only, L at x + h-and x ♦ 2h~ only and f. at x + Kh 7 ,
, and use the generalized predictor for finding the y's between these points.
22
The detailed procedure is the following: h 3 1. put r. * r-, i » 1, 2 i 2. a. predict y (1) using the standard predictor b. predict y x (r^ = y x (1/6) using (*) c. predict y 2 (r 2 ) * y 2 (1/2) using (*)
3. compute f_ (1), correct y-(1) using the standard corrector and then compute a final value of f. (1) 4. put r. = 2r. = m-r., i * 1, 2 1 i ox 5 . a. predict y-(2) * y_ (m.) using the standard predictor b. predict y J (rj) = y x (2/6) using (*) c. predict y 2 (rj = y 2 (1) using the standard predictor 6. compute f-(2), correct y-(2) using the standard corrector, and then compute a final value of f_ (2) 7. compute f 2 (1) using 5, correct y 2 (1) using the standard corrector, and then compute a final value of f 2 (1)
In the second equation we are now at the point x + h». We now advance (*) one step when using it in the second equation and it will be understood that when we say "predict y 2 (r 2 ), 0<r 2 <l, using (*) M h'e mean we are predicting the value of y~ between x ♦ h 0 and x * 2h . 11. put r. * 4r x = 2m 3 r., r 2 » 2r 2 « m 7 r 2 12. a. predict y. (4) « y_ (2m.) using the standard predictor b. predict y x (r^ = y x (4/6) using (*) c. predict y 2 (r 2 ) « y 2 (1) using the standard predictor 13. compute f, (4), correct y-(4) using the standard corrector, and then compute a final value of f_ (4) 14. compute f (1) using 12, correct y 2 (1) using the standard corrector and then compute a final value of f~ (1) Again we advance (*) one step when using it in the second equation.
We will now compute y 2 (r 2 ), o<r 2 <l between x ♦ 2h 2 and x ♦ 3h 2 . 
